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We consider the ultralight pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson appearing in the late-time cosmo-
logical phase transition theories as a major dark matter candidate. Since it is almost massless,
its nature is more wavelike than particlelike. We study quantum mechanically hoar they form a
galactic halo. Three predictions are made: (i) the mass profile p r '; (ll) there are ripplelike
Sne structures in the rotation curve; (iii) the rotation velocity multiplied by the ripple's wavelength
is galaxy independent.

PACS number(s): 95.85.+d, 98.62.Gq, 98.80.Cq

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, motivated by the large scale structure, an ul-
tralight Nambu-Goldstone boson was introduced in dark
matter physics under the ziame of the "late time cosmo-
logical phase transition" [1]. The basic idea of the theory
is that, if a phase transition happens after decoupling,
one can avoid the constraint imposed by the isotropy of
the microwave background. If the phase transition oc-
curred so late when the Universe was already big, then
the relevant particle, whose Compton wavelength pro-
vides the scale of interesting structure, must be very light.
To be responsible for the structure formation this particle
should be a major component of dark matter [2]

If the dark matter consists of this particle whose mass
is, say, m 10 24 eV and dark matter density around
us is 10 ss g/cm, then the interparticle distance is of
the order of 10 is cm, while the Compton wavelength is
of 10 pc order. Hence the wave functions of the particles
are heavily overlapping and the bosons must be in a con-
densation. Therefore, a galactic halo is a giant system of
Bose liquid. In this context, we must consider the dark
matter distribution quantum mechanically.

Previously, the Bose condensation in astrophysics was
studied by many groups seeking a possibility of the Bose
star [3,4]. They were looking for ground state condensa-
tion of Bose particles. For the axion case, however, the
ground-state condensation was shown to be very unlikely
[5]. The reason is very simple. The coupling of a Bose
particle to the photon is too weak to be "cooled." The
same reason is applied in our case. So, if the dark mat-
ter consists of bosons and the present temperature of the
Universe is low enough, the halo must be in a higher con-
densation state. Therefore, we look for the condensation
wave function for the galactic halo that has nodes. One
should remember that a hydrogen atom in a excited state
is stable if there is no coupling to the photon.

Our result will show that mass pro61e p r .6, lead-
ing to slightly increasing rotation curve. Because of the
system's wavelike nature, the rotation curve has the rip-
plelike fine structure. Our theory also predicts that the
rotation velocity times the ripple's wavelength is galaxy
independent. The rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec.

II, we set up equations. In Sec. III, properties of the so-
lutions are explored, and three predictions are made. In
Sec. IV, we compare the theory and the observation. In
Sec. V, the limits of present work and future projects are
discussed. In the Appendix, we argue- the impossibility
of ground state condensation by evaporation.

II. QUANTUM ASPECTS OF DARK MATTER

The self-gravitating many-body system bss been stud-
ied extensively. For classical results, see the excellent text
book by Binney and Tremaine and references therein [6].
Here, the dark matter is assiinied to be a system of Bose
particles with very small mass. Then the particles are in
the Bose condensation state, as we mentioned above. So
the entire system is described by one order parameter @
[7] called the condensate wave function. This is a typical
Landau-Ginzburg theory.

For simplicity, we make two assumptions: (i) the sys-
tem has spherical symmetry; (ii) self-interaction is neg-
ligible. We consider that this simplification is not a bad
starting point. Remember that we are considering the
halo not just the visible part.

Now consider a particle moving inside a potential gen-
erated by the gravity of the other particles. The Newto-
nian potential V is given by

V & = 4s&(pa b+ p .bi.)
2

and the Schrodinger equation is

iMsg = — V g+ V@(r).
2m

By identifying ps~a = GMom~@( and de&ning p»»bi, =
GMomp„we get

h2 1
iMt@ = — V g+ GmMo dr'

2m 0
I

x Zr"4~v"'(l pl'+ p„)y(~).
0

Here m is the individual particle mass and Mo is a mass
parameter introduced for Dimensional reason. The eBect
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of visible matter will be considered in a separate paper
[8] and from now on we set p„= 0. Notice that the sys-
tem is described by a nonlinear equation. We emphasize
that @ describes the whole system, not just a particle.
One might ask whether the nonrelativistic treatment is
reasonable when the mass of the particle is so small. The
virial theorem tells us that v2 = GM/R. One can also
show that the gravitational Bohr radius ro is equal to
1/GM m2 with R, M the system size and mass, respec-
tively. (We set 5 = c = 1.) Then R » ro, therefore,
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23]2-r = ror", g = ro vj, E = with ro ——5 /2GMom,

(3)
we can rewrite (3) in terms of the radial wave function
u(r):

u" (r) + s — dr"' „, dr""u (r"") u(r) = 0, (4)

v'«(GMm)'= ~, ~

. (2)
( Mm

&mpt

Th nonrelativistic treatment is justified if GmM && 1.e nonr
12In our case the relevant mass scale is M 10 Mo and

m & 10;hence, v && 10
Since the galactic halo is in a relaxed state, a stationary

solution is the most natural candidate of the state of the
galactic halo. The superposition of two such states is not
a solution of of Eq. (1) since it is nonlinear. Therefore
we look for a solution of the form Q(r, t) = e ' ~~"Q(r)
Inserting this into Eq. (1) and scaling by

FIG. 1. Sample solution u(r); n
M = 4.53163, e = 0.07453.

5, Qp = 0.05,

lent to M'(r) ~ u ~const. The WKB method gives

t'

u(r) cos p„dh —z'/4

where p„= /2m[a —V(u)]. Since the potential is in-
creasing slowly as a function of r, so is 1/~p„. This ex-
plains the slowly increasing aspect of the rotation curve of
our theory. The ripplelike structure is an inevitable phe-
nomenon predicted in this theory since we use eigen nc-
tions of the wave equation. Apart from the mass profile
and the ripple's existence, our theory has one quantita-
tive prediction. The rotation velocity times the ripple
wavelength is largely galaxy independent. This is noth-
ing more than a rephrasing of the uncertainty principle.
More precisely,

a(v")where g(r) = &—
Vrotation~ripple—

1 1—f(r)m

III. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS AND
PREDICTIONS

where f (r") is a slowly increasing dimensionless function
given by

We now solve Eq. (4) numerically and look for states
with nodes. The equation (4) is nonlinear; therefore, we
do not have the freedom to normalize the solution. How-
ever, as we shall show later, this equation has a scaling
symmetry that allows us to resolve the ambiguity due to
the choice of Mo. That is, the total mass of the system
does not depend on the choice of Mo. This is a nontrivial
but an expected property. Let n be the number of nodes
plus 1 (n = 1 for the ground state. ) For n greater than 4,
the rotation curve resembles the observed ones and this
feature continues as we increase n.

Figure 1 is a sample of a stationary solution and Figure
2 is the corresponding velocity curve given by

/

v(r) = v(r)/vo ——
~

u dr"'/r", vo ——QGMo/ro.
o )

V(r) = V(r)/mvo2, and rq is the effective classical turning
point.

ialWe observed numerically that as we vary the initi
condition Qo, the scale-free quantities e and M:= f usda
have a simple dependence on it. Namely
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The neoterical study shows that the mass profile p
r ~.5 r &) 1 for n = 6, and the exponent depends7

on n very weakly. One can understand trus behav-
ior qualitatively by simple semiclassical analysis. Since
M(r) ~ rv2, the flatness of the rotation curve is equiva-
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FIG. 2. Rotation curve obtained &om Fig. 1.
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M = 20.31 , e = 1.49gp for n = 5. (8)
300
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'n5rot. dat'—

The coeKcients in (9) depend on n; for n =6, they are
given by 24.4408 and. 1.5385, respectively. To understand
this we have proved that Eq. (4) has the following sym-
metry.

If Q(r, e) is a solution, so is A~/(Ar, A~a) Because of
this symmetry, one may identify Mp and M by choosing
A such that the norm of g is equal to one. However, this
choice makes numerical integration very hard.
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IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

8 kpc 204 km/sec
x 2.7x 10 eV,

A 'U
(9)

x 5.9 x 10"M~. (1O)
A ( v

8 kpc g 204 km sec )

We now compare the rotation curves predicted in our
theory and the actual observations. The dark matter dis-
tribution is most clearly imprinted in the rotation curves
of disk galaxies. The flatness" of a rotation curve (RC)
is equivalent to mass profile p ~ r ~. However, the ob-
served rotation curves for the Pened galaxies are slightly
increasing [9,10]. The mass proSLe predicted in our the-
ory agrees with the observed rotation curve described by
Rubin [10] p r i r up to a few percent. One can make
the agreements better by including the visible matter's
efFect. By including the visible matter s contribution, the
rotation curve becomes Batter and in some case decreas-
ing. This is expected because, by including the visible
matter, the inner part is more enhanced by the presence
of the visible matter and the outer part is attracted to
inside slightly. The proper inclusion of the visible matter
will be treated in a separate paper [8].

The conkontation of the theory with observation on
ripple structure is more subtle. The data of Rubin et
al. show that there are Buctuations that could indicate
the fine structure in any galaxy. However, most of the
data have bars that might wash out the signal of the 6ne
structure. Among 63 galaxies listed in [9], there are few
galaxies that have relatively small error bars and show
ripples. The data of galaxy NGC2998 are particularly
interesting for us and we plot the data and the theoretical
curve in Fig. 3.

Comparing the velocity and wavelength of theory and
observation we have the two relations 7rp ——8 kpc, and
0.32vp ——204 km/sec. Solving these two, we get m =
3.3x10 eV, and Mp ——0.69x10 Mo. Using M = 8.74
(numerically calculated value) for @p ——0.2, we obtain
M = MMp = 5.9 x 10' Mo. The central density of dark
matter is given by p, =l/4m)go~~(Mp/rap)=1. 08 x 10
g/cms. Therefore we can weigh the Galaxy by looking
at the rotation curve only. In the model adopted, the
visible matter's total mass is 2.7 x 10 Mo. For later
data analysis we give the general formula for m, M with
n = 5'

FIG. 3. Comparing theory and observation for NGC2998;
velocity (km/sec) vs distance from the center (kpc). n = 5.
The solid line is the theoretical curve and the dotted line with
the error bar is the observed data.

Now we show that above quantities are indepeudent of
the choice of tPp or Mp. Recall that under the scaling,

g ~ A Q, r" -+ r"/A, and e ~ A e must follow. Therefore
had we chosen A~go instead of gp above, we would get 7
kpc/A = 8 km/sec and 0.32vpA = 200 km/sec, so that we

get the saxne m and 1/A times Mp above. On the other
hand, M = J'd i~Q~ must scale by A /A; therefore,

M = MMp is invariant under the scaling. The same ar-
gument shows p, is scale invariant. Hence we can choose
large Qp to save computing time.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated the mass distribution of
self-gravitating ultralight boson appearing in late-time
phase transition. Galactic halos made of this species are
highly correlated Bose liquids. We develop a Landau-
Ginzburg-type theory describing the collective behavior
of the system. Definite predictions are made on the mass
pro6le p r ', the existence of ripplelike 6ne struc-
tures in rotation curve, and its relation to the rotation
velocity. The reader should note that since the mass is
6nite, this scaling must only be valid out to r 100 in
Fig. 2. One also should not forget that the spiral arms
may also be responsible for these ripples.

Now we describe some limitatious of our theory and fu-
ture direction. There are four ripples in the NGC2998's
data, but we suspect that outside the measured region
there can still be density peaks aud uodes that could
lead to further ripples. However, for the 6xed ripple
wavelength and maximum rotation velocity determined
by present observation, the total galaxy mass increases as
n increases, heuce for the suKciently large n, 0 exceeds 1,
violating the bias of present theoretical community. For
example, if we take n bigger than 7, the total mass of the
halo is larger than 10 SMo. Therefore, there are some
restrictions on the value of n. Here we take, for simplic-
ity, the minimal choice n=5 (four nodes). In fact, the
issue of why the system wiQ settle into a particular en-
ergy state n=6 or 5, not 100 or 1, for most systems is the
most important issue remained in this approach to the
dark matter. Here I will describe a preliminary answer
that consists of a sequence of ideas and conjectures.
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Step 1. The first and main idea is that large quant»~
numbers cannot exist. Consider the hydrogen atom case.
The reason why n = oo is possible is that the Coulomb
potential is long ranged; i.e., the potential well is in-
finitely wide. For any system with finite potential well,
the n»aber of bound states is finite. I am sure this must
be true in our case also, though it is a nonlinear di8er-
ential equation. But I did not prove this mathematically
yet. Our system of dark matter is distributed for a finite
range; therefore, the number of possible quantum mem-
bers should be finite. What is the number? And what
determines the number? I do not know yet.

Step 2. Now the question is why most of the galax-
ies have similar quantum numbers. Perhaps the answer
should be that most of the galaxies were formed simulta-
neously (in astronomical time scale). In fact there must
be a moment in the history of the Universe when the
galaxy formation happened everywhere. That is simply
the moment when the growth of the density perturba-
tion inherited &om the early Universe became nonlinear.
The dark matter has been collapsed &om more dispersed
state with highest quantum number (say n = 7) to the
present state. If most of the galaxies have similar age, it
is natural that most of the galaxies must have the same
or similar quantum number n.

Step 3. Now, why is the present quantum number
5 or 6 at this time? Why not smaller? The spectrum
of the possible states are closer for higher states, while
they are relatively separated between low lying states.
(Notice that the spectrum of the hydrogen atom is very
dense in higher quantum numbers while the separation
between the energies of low quntum number is relatively
greater. I expect that similar phenomena should happen
in our case also. ) Since we proved the inefficiency of the
energy-losing mechanism, it is not very surprising that
the evolution from n=5 or 6 (the present states) to lower
states is much harder than &om higher to the present
states.

The above is the program to be carried out in future,
rather than a concrete work. Nevertheless, I wish some
readers are more comfortable with this argument (than
with no argument).

For the galaxies which are exceptionally compact and
bright, the rotation curves are slightly decreasing [11].
We believe that for these galaxies, the ratio of the visible
mass to dark mass is bigger than usual case. In fact, the
study of the visible matter efFect [8] shows that we can
have decreasing rotaion curves for that case.

Another aspect we did not discuss in this paper is the
angular momentum. There is a very interesting phe-
nomenon associated with the angular momentum. The
vortices are associated with angular momentum of the
condensation, which in turn can generate a scale of pre-
star. This issue is reported separately [12].

There are many aspects in this theory that should be
further clarified; nevertheless, I think that it is worth-
while using Bose condensation as the galactic halo model.
I also think that a specialist should look for recent data,
which I do not have, to see whether the predictions of
this work are truely relevant to the reality.
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APPENDIX: IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE
GROUND STATE CONDENSATION

There are two mechanisms by which a self-gravitating
system can reduce its energy. One is emitting the mass-
less particle (cooling) and the other is emitting a part of
the system (evaporation and/or collapse procedure) [6].
For the axion case, Fukugita, Takasugi, and Yosimura [5]
showed that it is impossible to reach the ground state
by cooling. The basic reason is that cooling is far from
sufficient since the coupling with the photon is too small.
In our case, both the self-coupling and the coupling of
the particle to the photon are much weaker than the ax-
ion case, therefore the same conclusion is derived in this
case.

We now show that the evaporation is not efficient
enough either. We can estimate the order of magnitude
for the evaporation time by calculating the time required
for a particle to get an appreciable &action of initial ve-
locity by the scattering through the particles. One gets

V

12m pmG2

where we took p 10 2s g/cc, m = 10 z4, and v„, ~,
100 km/sec. Since the number density n ~ 104o, there
are about 10 o particles inside the volume of (100 kpc)s.
Therefore, during the whole history of the galaxy, only
10 3 particles whose total mass is less than 10 g evap-
orated. We conclude that it is unlikely that the particle
evaporation can lead to the ground state condensation.
In this evaluation we consider only gravity and assume
that there are no other kind of particle is present. Includ-
ing these facts does not change our evaluation by many
factors of 10. However, our calculations are based on the
particle nature of the dark matter. Quantum consider-
ation will give even further reason for the inefficiency of
the evaporation, since bosons want to be together.
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